OBD2 Bluetooth Adapter information including OBD2 Bluetooth iPhone, OBD2 Bluetooth ipad, OBD2 ELM327 Bluetooth OBDII for Android Torque installation. The only iPhone app does custom PID, now supports Torque custom PID file. If you have Bluetooth OBD adaptor, please contact support@ksolution.org. This dongle will plug into a car's OBD-II port, which is usually placed under the OBD-II port, then opened my phone's settings and accepted the Bluetooth pairing. Adapter for about $10-15 on eBay and a $5 Android App (torque-bhp.com). ELM327-USB v2.1 OBD2 OBDII Bluetooth Adapter Auto Scanner TORQUE ANDROID PG. The program lets you perform the following operations: 1. Super Mini ELM327 v1.5 OBD2 OBDII Bluetooth Adapter Auto Scanner TORQUE ANDROID in Automotive, Automotive Tools & Supplies, Diagnostic Service. Torque is a vehicle / car performance / diagnostics tool and scanner that uses an OBD II Bluetooth adapter to connect to your OBD2 engine management / ECU. Here goes! STEP 1: Plug your OBD Bluetooth adapter into your vehicle's OBDII port. You'll want to make sure that your vehicle's OBDII port is nice and clean. Most OBD2 Bluetooth adapters will not work with iPhone apps unless they buy the little Bluetooth jobs and they are about £6, use 'Torque' with it, it works well. OBD Auto Doctor is the advanced OBD2 car diagnostics tool in your pocket! and metric units Check the Quick Start Guide to get started:

- Bluetooth adapters:
Make sure to pair your phone to the adapter BEFORE opening Torque Pro. Insert the ELM327 Bluetooth adapter into the OBDII port (you should notice it. Overview. There are some posts on forums about an issue of OBDLink MX sleep mode. If you have this issue, this post may help, continue to read. How does it. HHOBD Torque Android Bluetooth OBD2 Wireless CAN BUS Scanner Interface Adapter Live Data on sale at reasonable prices, buy cheap HHOBD Torque. ELM327 Wifi OBD II Wireless OBD2 Car Reader Scanner adapter for iPhone iPod Rs. 1,900.00 Alria Mini ELM 327 Bluetooth OBD2 Reader Android Torque. 2. Where's the OBD2 port? 3. Do I choose a bluetooth or wifi adapter? 4. Android+Torque Setup Instructions 5. iPhone+DashCommand Setup Instructions 6. car performance, sensor data and more! Torque is a vehicle / car performance / diagnostics tool and scanner that uses an OBD II Bluetooth adapter to connect. Super Mini Elm327 V1.5 Obd2 Auto Scanner Torque Android. Features: Works with all OBD-II compliant vehicles Wireless (Bluetooth) Software included.

>>>CLICK HERE<<<

Repeat Torque Pro deutsch am BMW 320i mit OBD2 Bluetooth Adapter.